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SYLVIA MEAGHER 

Paris Flammonde subtitles his book 

“an uncommissioned report on the Jim ' 
Garrison investigation,” 

If Garrison had commissioned a report 

it might have | on his “investigation,” 

turned out a pinch more rhapsodic than 

‘The Kennedy Conspiracy; but the only 

essential difference would probably ‘be |» 
found in the motivation of the writer. The _ 

‘ uncommissioned book glows with Flam- : 

monde’s sincere enthusiasm and faith in | 

Garrison and his “case.” Undoubtedly : ~ 

his intention was to produce an un-_ 
weighted presentation; but he failed, 

and produced one that is totally uncriti- 

cal. By accepting “facts” that are not : 

"facts at all, by equating unsupported or 

insupportable allegations with demon-_ 

strable truth, and by overlooking at 
times parts of the record which are de- 

structive to his theses, Flammonde has. 

built a structure that leans so precari- 
ously toward Garrison and rests on so ; 
insubstantial a foundation. as to doom it te 

to collapse. : 
' Take, for example; Garrison’s absurd ; 
remark in his Playboy interview of Oc- | 

‘tober 1967 that deLesseps Morrison, 
then mayor of New Orleans, had intro- 

duced Clay Shaw to President Kennedy © 
on an airplane flight in 1963. Obviously . 

' President Kennedy <was not to be en- | 
countered on commercial aircraft dur- 

ing his presidency; nor would a New Or- — 

jeans businessman, unacquainted with | 
. the President, have beeti a passenger on 

Air Force One. As Edward Jay Epstein _ 
said in his article on Garrison in The 

. } ment is 

- !.Flammonde takes issue with Epstein’s 

. “ay 
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i New Yorker (July 13, 1968), the state- 
a demonstrable falsehood. 

critique of Garrison, presumably having 

; read it; but his predisposition toward 

i .Garrison is such that he faithfully re- 

peats in his book that “Morrison had 

previously introduced Clay Shaw to 

- Uncommis- |: President Kennedy on an airplane flight 

sioned it may be; ‘unfavorable, it is not, | in 1963,” seemingly unaware that it is a 

demonstrable falsehood and that, as I ; 
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{who alleged that Ferrie was connected 
with Oswald and was implicated in the’ 
assassination (Richard’ Popkin, New ' 
York Review of Books, September 14, 
1967). 

The Kennedy Conspiracy unhappily 
, abounds in such examples of incomplete 
scholarship, as it also seeks to elevate 
and dignify mere speculation (“it was 

‘ rumored that he had piloted Oswald . 

have been told, Garrison has ‘disclaimed ~ 

it entirely, although the transcript of his 

‘interview in Playboy is verbatim. 

More serious is the attempt made in 
this uncommissioned report to inculpate 

the late David Ferrie in the assassina- 

tion of President Kennedy and to demon- 
strate that the Secret Service (and 

' therefore the federal government) had 

prior knowledge of Ferrie’s involve- 

‘ment, Basing himself on Harold’ Weis- 

berg’s published “works, Flammonde 
points out that the Secret Service asked 

Marina Oswald on November 24, 1963, 

if she knew “a Mr. David Farry.” (Here 

he is not faithful to his acknowledged 

source, which states correctly that the 
question referred to “a Mr. Farry.”) 

_ Flammonde argues that the Secret Ser- 
vice question in fact concerned Captain 

David Ferrie, and that the question was 
put one day before Ferrie first came to 

the attention of the.-Secret Service by 

_reason of his arrest in Néw Orleans. . 

' The anachronism would be curious, 

were it real. Flammonde has over- 

looked one simple fact that removes the 
incident from the realm of the unex- - 

plained and ominous: that a Secret Ser- 
vice report of December 13, 1963 on | 
file in the National Archives states that . 

the Secret Service received -a call on 
November 24, 1963 from an informant 

| the district attorney’s office j is supposed 
| to have autopsy photographs . .’. the as- 
' sertion has been made . . . it is more 
: than likely that Ferrie could have . ...” 

etc.) into an inexorable series of proofs 
incriminating this or that so-called, con- 

| spirator accused by Garrison in progres- 
| sive extravagance (which led a cynical 
| observer to'chant, Hey, Hey, Jolly D.A.; 
. how many assassins did you catch to- 
| day?). All too often, Flammonde tells 
us that “Garrison has evidence”—evi- 
; dence which he does not specify, sug- 

| gest or vouch for personally, But we 

; have heard from the horse's mouth of - 
' that so-called evidence—we have even — 

| heard Garrison anriounce in February : 
} 1967 that he had “solved the case’ of 

| assassination—without assuming any ob- 
| ligation to take these boasts as proven. 
: To do so would be the quintessence of 

' folly, given the kind of “evidence” that . 

‘ Garrison has detailed on occasion. 

' His claim that he had decoded a 

: “cryptogram” of Ruby’s unlisted phone 
_ number in the Oswald and the Clay 

' Shaw address-books (as “PO 19106”) 
disintegrated in the first impact of criti- 

cal scrutiny and has been characterized, 

_ guite justly, as nothing but a variation 

- on the old shell game. 



' 

* “Nevertheless! Mr. Flammonde has de- : 

voted four pages of his book to the epi- 

sode of the so-called code, including a_| 

step-by-step guide to the conversion of 
“PO 19106” into “Wh 1-5601.” No- 
where in those four pages ‘is there a 

_ Mention of the contention [by critics of 
the Warren Report who are also. critics / 7 

. Of Garrison] that the entry in Oswald’s 
book was “DD .19106” (the Cyrillic 

~“D”), and .that the entry was made 

while Oswald was in the Soviet Union. 
years before he could have known Ruby 
and: possibly before Ruby had the Wh 
1-5601 phone number, Also omitted are 
the passages from Garrison’s press re- - 
lease on the decoding of “PO 19106” in 
which he reiterates that the system was 
rigid and undeviating, although he sub-, 
sequently used completely different and 
arbitrary systems to decode the next 
two alleged cryptograms in. Oswald's. - 
notebook—the phone numbers of the 
FBI and the CIA offices in New Orleans. 
Nor is the fact mentioned that the lat-’ 
ter two nunibers are ‘published in ‘the 

c 

New Orleans directory in the first place. : 
This is hardly the promised presentation : 
of “all the criticism, positive and nega- * 
tive” nor is it “unweighted.” 

‘What is most lamentable about ‘The 
Kennedy Conspiracy,apart from its in-* 
fatuation. with the fatuous, is that like 
the Garrison divertissement itself it dis-‘ | - 

_ tracts attention from the genuine prob-. ; 
lem of what really happened in Dallas , 
and rechannels energies that should : 
properly be focused there into a dizzy- ; 
in g maze of sordid irrelevancies, 

. “The Warren Report ¥ was a ‘cunning, oe 
_ Sophisticated, ponderous -vehicle for - 

“falsehood and fraud, whose pseudo- 
. legal and pseudo-scientific fretensions 

_. gained it a short-lived credibility. The 

’ Garrison “investigation” is a crude par- 

" ody of the investigative and legal pro-' 
cess—blatantly unprofessional, incoher- ! 
ént, blundering and blustering. An un- 

mesmerized eye easily recognizes that it 

is an externalization of megalomania, ~ 

demagoguery and frail attachment to 

- reality. But the fact that the Garrison af- 

fair is preposterous chicanery in no way» 
invests the Warren Report with validity, 
Rather, the New Orleans “investigation,” 

"by its very absurd and cruel nature, only 
, .underlines the urgent need for a respon- 

sible, competent, and impartial new in- 

quiry into the unsolved Dallas crimes of 

November 22-24, 1963. . 


